
 Quarterly Issues/Programs List 

 For the period 7/1/2021 through 9/30/2021, the Licensee of New Hampshire Public Broadcasting determined 

that the  
 following issues were important to the State of New Hampshire and aired the following programs relative to 

them.   
 Filed 10/10/2021. 

 Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction 
 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/15/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:10:30 
 For the second part of our series on the ravages of the synthetic opioid fentanyl, we take a look at the deadly cost of the drug just across the U.S.-Mexico  
 border in Arizona. With the support of the Pulitzer Center, special correspondent Monica Villamizar and producer Zach Fannin report. 

 Economy                             
 Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          first aired: 9/22/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:26:46:00 Service: APTEX 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Financial risk expert Rick Bookstaber identifies the substantial new risks facing the markets today.                                                                                       

 Series Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover first aired: 9/28/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:46 
 Economist Mohamed A. El-Erian outlines his concern that inflation will persist and urges the Federal Reserve not to miss the window to act. He discusses  
 how the pandemic has altered labor markets and discusses why some changes may be here to stay. 

 Series Title: FRONTLINE first aired: 7/13/2021 at 22:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 When COVID struck, the Federal Reserve stepped in to try to avert economic crisis. As the country’s central bank continues to pump billions of dollars  
 into the financial system daily, who is benefitting and at what cost? 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/1/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:13 
 An annual report released Thursday by the International Monetary Fund projects that the U.S. economy will grow roughly 7% this year as federal stimulus 
  programs fuel consumer spending — but that growth raises the risk of inflation. The report also urges the U.S. to help other countries cope with the  
 pandemic. Kristalina Georgieva, managing director of the IMF, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/7/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
                 Segment Length: 00:09:37 
 The downturn of the pandemic economy has hit many groups hard. But for many millennials — those born between 1981 and 1996 — and Generation Z,  
 who follow them, that pain — plus a number of other factors — are creating questions about who is responsible. Over the next few nights, economics  
 correspondent Paul Solman is going to examine this. He begins tonight from the perspective of some millennials. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/8/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:38 
 The COVID-19 shutdown and recession may have exacerbated an already growing division in popular culture between Millennials and baby boomers. On  
 Wednesday, we heard from millennials. Tonight, we continue our look at generational tensions over economic disparities with perspective from the older  
 generation, including our own economics correspondent, Paul Solman. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/15/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:10:40 
 Critics say monthly child tax credit payments, now available for more than 35 million American families, could discourage people from working, but  



 Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen disagrees. The credit can help parents play for childcare to enable them to work, she says. Yellen spoke with Judy  
 Woodruff about the expanded credit, Biden’s infrastructure spending and health of the U.S. economy. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/22/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:51 
 A bipartisan group of senators is still negotiating the details of an infrastructure bill after a procedural vote to debate it failed yesterday. The biggest issue  
 remains how to fund the $1.2 trillion framework, including the $600 billion in new spending. Judy Woodruff speaks with Republican Sen. Shelley Moore  
 Capito of West Virginia, who led a separate bipartisan effort on infrastructure in June. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/4/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:10:18 
 As the economy tries to regain ground lost during the pandemic, and the delta variant threatens its progress, the nation’s top economists are watching a  
 number of measures of recovery -- from housing costs and ownership rates, to jobs, interest rates and inflation -- closely. Judy Woodruff talks to Mary  
 Daly, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, about what she is seeing. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/6/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:54 
 Friday's jobs report indicates the U.S. economy is making a strong comeback. Wages are up and the unemployment rate is down -- at its lowest level since  
 the pandemic began last year. But concerns remain over the highly contagious delta variant and how it could impact the economy's recovery. Jared  
 Bernstein, a member of President Biden's Economic Council of Advisers, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/13/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:45 
 Democrats on the House Ways and Means Committee released a proposal Monday that helps pay for most of President Biden's $3.5 trillion social  
 spending bill. In addition to raising the corporate tax rate on businesses making $5 million in income, the plan also includes taxes for wealthy individuals.  
 Judy Woodruff discusses with the Chairman of the Budget Committee, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders. 

 Education                           
 Series Title: GRANITE STATE CHALLENGE                           first aired: 7/4/2021 to 9/26/2021 at 10:30:00 
 Episodes: #3901-3913 Length: 00:26:46:06 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:26:46 

Through spirited competition and questions that align with state curriculum standards, GRANITE STATE CHALLENGE is an entertaining and educational program                               

that generates school pride. 

 Series Title: Voces on PBS first aired: 9/24/2021 at 04:03:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Meet Victor Rios, a high school dropout and former gang member turned award-winning professor, author and expert on the school to prison pipeline,  
 who works with young people who have been pushed out of school for reasons beyond their control. 
 

 Series Title: WINDOWS TO THE WILD                                first aired: 7/31/2021 at 23:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:26:46:00 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Outdoor educator Scott Ellis is passionate about connecting people with the outdoors. Host Willem Lange visits Scott at a school where students and  
 teachers are dealing with the threat of COVID-19 by getting outdoors.                                                                                                                                  

 Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters 

 Series Title: Frontline first aired: 7/7/2021 at 05:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 A year after the devastating Camp Fire, who's to blame and why was it so catastrophic? With accounts from survivors and first responders, the inside  
 story of the most destructive fire in California history, its causes and the impact of climate change. 

 Series Title: LOCAL, USA                                         first aired: 7/22/2021 at 21:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:56:17:00 Service: WORLD 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 There are fewer than 400 North Atlantic right whales in the world, making them among the most endangered species. Threatening their survival are  
 vessel strikes and millions of lobster lines. ENTANGLED chronicles the efforts to protect the whales, the impacts of those efforts on the lobster industry, 



  and how the National Marine Fisheries Service has struggled to balance the vying interests.    

                                                                                               

 Series Title: MY WORLD TOO                                       first aired: 7/3/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:26:46:00 Service: APTEX 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 A company turning tons of commercial food waste back into healthy compost for gardening is visited.                                                                                 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/2/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:09 
 Vast stretches of the Western U.S. are suffering under scorching temperatures, rampant wildfires and a years-long drought that's depleting lakes and  
 reservoirs. The water scarcity is tearing apart one southern Oregon community where farmers, native tribes and endangered species are all struggling to  
 survive this summer. Stephanie Sy has the story. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/4/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:02 
 As many as 22 million people get drinking water from systems with lead pipes, and twice as many rely on systems that violate safe water standards. A  
 large part of the Senate infrastructure bill aims to solve those issues. NewsHour correspondent Lisa Desjardins talks to community leaders about what they  
 need, and Erik Olson of the Natural Resources Defense Council about whether the bill delivers. 

 
 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/9/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:41 
 A new report out Monday warns that global temperatures will continue rising in coming decades, and that human activity is driving that increase. Those  
 are among the conclusions reached by the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Michael Oppenheimer, a professor of geosciences and  
 international affairs at Princeton University, joins William Brangham to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/2/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:09:27 
 The U.S. East Coast is grappling with historic flooding and tornadoes. At least 40 more deaths have been linked to storm Ida since it struck with new fury  
 Wednesday. Other than Louisiana, flooding is also bad in parts of the northeast and the mid-Atlantic, including Philadelphia. Community reporter Roby  
 Chavez begins our report, and Philadelphia fire commissioner Adam Thiel joins us to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/23/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:54 
 The U.N. warns that unless the world acts faster than promised, Earth's temperatures will rise to catastrophic, irreversible levels. The U.S. calls the  
 upcoming climate summit the last chance for the world to avoid disaster. Nick Schifrin discusses the crisis with John Kerry, the president's special envoy  
 on climate, and Frans Timmermans, executive vice president of the European Commission. 

 

 Series Title: NOVA first aired: 8/12/2021 at 04:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 The Gay Head Lighthouse, a historic landmark perched high on the cliffs of Martha’s Vineyard, is soon to become the next victim of the ocean’s  
 relentless erosion of the island’s cliffs. Join engineers as they race to rescue this national treasure. 

 Series Title: PLIGHT OF THE GRASSLAND BIRDS (NHPTV)              first aired: 9/9/2021 at 22:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:56:45:19 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Journey to the North American field and meadow homes of grassland birds with host Will Lange, and meet the people trying to protect their habitats.        

 Series Title: SAVING SONGBIRDS                                   first aired: 9/9/2021 at 20:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:56:49:01 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Willem Lange takes us from New England to Costa Rica and Jamaica to meet these colorful and melodic migratory birds and the people who are dedicated  
 to SAVING SONGBIRDS.       

 

 Series Title: SAVING NEW ENGLAND FISHERIES                       first aired: 7/22/2021 at 20:00:00 

 Format: Length: 00:56:45:20 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 For centuries, the ocean sustained life, built an economy, and created an iconic culture in New England. Today, fisheries are in trouble and everything  
 connected to the industry is threatened, too. This is the story how of scientists and harvesters from southern Massachusetts to northern Maine take  
 lessons of the past to make the future of the fisheries more sustainable.     

  Series Title: WINDOWS TO THE WILD                                first aired: 7/24/2021 at 23:00:00 



 Format: Length: 00:26:46:00 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Host Willem Lange visits one of NH's spectacular public properties to see how conservation of land gives outdoor enthusiasts of doorway to adventure.      
                                                                                                                            

 Health/Health Care                  
 Series Title: ALZHEIMER'S: THE CAREGIVER'S PERSPECTIVE           first aired: 9/23/2021 at 20:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:56:49:00 Service: APTEX 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Caretakers share their diverse experiences of caring for loved ones with Alzheimer's and dementia.                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 Series Title: Amanpour and Company first aired: 8/5/2021 at 23:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:56:46 
 COVID-19’s long-term effects on the brain are causing concern among scientists — among them, Dr. Adam Hampshire. He is a cognitive neuroscientist  
 at Imperial College London. Hampshire’s latest research, published in The Lancet medical journal, associates coronavirus with a decrease in reasoning and  
 problem solving abilities. He breaks down his findings. Ret. Lt Col. Alexander Vindman reflects on President Trump's Impeachment trial; James Brainard  
 discusses the success story of the City of Carmel's vaccination rates. 

 Series Title: EASY YOGA FOR ARTHRITIS WITH PEGGY CAPPY           first aired: 8/21/2021 at 11:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:57:29:00 Service: PFP   
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 The "Yoga for All of Us" author effectively addresses arthritis relief through the practice of yoga.                                                                                       

 Series Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover first aired: 7/31/2021 at 02:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:46 
 With a summer COVID surge, epidemiologist Dr. Celine Gounder and Brown University Dean of Public Health Dr. Ashish Jha discuss the dangers of the  
 Delta variant, breakthrough cases, how to vaccinate more people and whether booster shots may be needed. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/2/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:11 
 Health officials are sounding the alarm this holiday weekend about the highly transmissible delta variant of the coronavirus that is causing an increase in  
 COVID-19 cases in the United States. Its greatest threat is to those who are unvaccinated. Judy Woodruff discusses the variant and vaccination progress  
 with the U.S. Surgeon General, Dr. Vivek Murthy. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/16/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:49 
 The White House warned Friday about a surge of COVID cases in some states and the connection with low vaccination rates and misinformation. The  
 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported about 33,000 new cases Thursday — up from a 26,000 average a week ago. Total cases rose about  
 70% over the same week. Lisa Desjardins discusses the trend with Arkansas epidemiologist Dr. Jennifer Dillaha. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/26/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:16 
 About 115,000 frontline federal health care workers will be required to get the COVID-19 vaccine. Nearly 60 medical groups issued a call for mandatory  
 vaccinations for all health care workers. Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel, the co-director of the Healthcare Transformation Institute at the University of  
 Pennsylvania, helped organize the statement from those medical groups and joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/27/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:47 
 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reimposed stricter mask-wearing guidelines Tuesday. It said Americans, even if fully vaccinated, should  
 wear masks indoors in regions where COVID-19 infections are high, and recommended that everyone in K-12 schools mask up. Dr. Anthony Fauci,  
 director of the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/12/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:41 
 People who are immunocompromised didn’t gain enough immunity from their first COVID-19 vaccine shots and need a booster for full protection,  
 explains Dr. Fauci. Fauci spoke with William Brangham about breakthrough infections, the delta variant’s threat to children and how the virus is changing. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/20/2021 at 18:00:00 



 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:33 
 Students returned to school in a number of states this week amid a new surge of COVID cases and a fierce battle over mask mandates. Republican  
 governors in states like Arizona and Texas have tried to stop school districts from mandating face masks, drawing sharp criticism from some parents and  
 educators, and action from the white house. John Yang reports from Florida, the epicenter of this debate. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/23/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:09:42 
 The Food and Drug Administration's full authorization to the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine has a number of public health officials hopeful the move will  
 encourage people who had been reluctant to get a shot now. For more on the approval and inoculation efforts, Judy Woodruff turns to Dr. Anthony Fauci, 
  the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/28/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:14 
 New York became the first U.S. state to require all healthcare workers to get a COVID-19 vaccine — or face being fired. And the governor's office  
 reported more than 90% of 450,000 hospital and nursing home staff and other healthcare workers have now received at least one shot. But, as John Yang 
  reports, many hospitals are bracing for staff shortages if they have to lay off unvaccinated workers. 

 Series Title: NOVA first aired: 9/29/2021 at 21:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:56:46 
 As more U.S. states move toward legalizing cannabis, NOVA reports on the latest science investigating the plant and its medical benefits and risks, and  
 explores the decades of criminalization disproportionately targeting communities of color 

 Series Title: WINDOWS TO THE WILD                                first aired: 9/23/2021 at 22:30:00 
 Format: Length: 00:26:45:00 Service: NHPTV 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Cape Cod author Greg O'Brien is on a journey with Alzheimer's disease. He and host Will Lange talk about how Greg's love of the outdoors is helping him  
 cope.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 Minorities/Civil Rights 
 Series Title: Amanpour and Company first aired: 7/2/2021 at 23:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:56:46 
 Black Lives Matter co-founder Opal Tometi reacts to yesterday’s verdict. Miami Police Chief Art Acevedo offers his opinion. National Security Advisor  
 Jake Sullivan talks future of country after Chauvin conviction. Political philosopher Danielle Allen relates ancient Greek ethics to modern day police  

 Series Title: BECOMING JOHANNA                                   first aired: 7/25/2021 at 19:30:00 
 Format: Length: 00:27:35:00 Service: NETA  
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 A 16-year-old transgender Latina finds a loving foster family after getting kicked out of her home.  

                                                                                     
 Series Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover first aired: 7/17/2021 at 02:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:45 
 Columbia University linguist and race commentator John McWhorter explains the origins of critical race theory, what the decades-old legal concept has  
 become in today’s national debate and his concerns about antiracism and how it is taught. 

 Series Title: HERE AM I, SEND ME: THE JOURNEY OF JONATHAN DANIEL first aired: 8/12/2021 at 20:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:56:25:00 Service: ACQ   
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 The story of a man who was deeply affected by the events of the civil rights movement, joined the NAACP in 1963 and participated with Dr. Martin  
 Luther King Jr. in the march from Selma to Montgomery. His dedication to social justice was cut short in 1965 when he was shot to death in Hayneville,  
 Alabama, while protecting the life of a young African American woman. Many believe that Daniels'death and the subsequent trial of his killer led to the  
 passage of the 1968 Federal Jury Selection Act.                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 Series Title: Jackie Robinson       first aired: 7/11/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 120 minutes Service: PBS 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Robinson rises from humble origins to integrate Major League Baseball, performing brilliantly despite the threats and abuse he faces on and off the field  
 and, in the process, challenges the prejudiced notions of what a black man can achieve. 

 Series Title: LATINO EXPERIENCE                                  first aired: 7/21/2021 at 04:00:00 



 Format: Length: 00:56:46:00 Service: NPS   
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 Explore Latino/a/x identity in the contemporary U.S. through a variety of short films.  

                                                                                                        
 Series Title: MARCHING FORWARD                                   first aired: 9/30/2021 at 20:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:56:41:00 Service: APTEX 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 The collaboration between two high school band directors in the segregated south is chronicled.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/16/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:09:49 
 Like Canada, America has a painful history of creating boarding schools to assimilate Native American children, leading to trauma, abuse and death. For  
 more than 150 years, Indigenous children were taken from their families and forced into far away boarding schools. But now there's a reckoning and a new 
  federal investigation underway. Judy Woodruff discusses it with Interior Secretary Deb Haaland. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/30/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:14 
 Fast food is a staple of American culture, but in recent decades there has been a new focus on health and wage inequality. Jeffrey Brown talks to author  
 Marcia Chatelain about the complicated history of McDonalds in the Black community: how the fast food giant supported Black franchise owners, but was 
  a trap for unhealthy diets and low wages. It’s part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/12/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:57 
 Despite a “hot mess” of a rollout and months of delays, new 2020 Census data reveals how America is changing. More respondents reported multiracial  
 identities and for the first time on record, the white population declined. Lisa Desjardins explored the new data with Hansi Lo Wang of NPR and Mark  
 Hugo Lopez from the Pew Research Center. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/6/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:10:57 
 This week, the PBS NewsHour is marking the 20th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks with stories examining some of the ways that day transformed the  
 nation and the world. Amna Nawaz begins our coverage with a look at the effect on millions of American Muslims. 

 Series Title: READING FREDERICK DOUGLASS                         first aired: 7/5/2021 at 19:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:45:45:00 Service: NHPTV 

                   Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 On July 5, 1852, former slave and abolitionist movement leader, Frederick Douglass delivered one of his most famous speeches - What to the slave is your 
  fourth of July? Produced in partnership with the Black Heritage Trail of New Hampshire, people from around the state participate in a virtual reading of  
 the speech.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 National Politics/Government 
 Series Title: Amanpour and Company first aired: 8/20/2021 at 02:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:56:46 
 The U.S. Census Bureau has released its first round of population data, setting in motion the redistricting process in states across the country. This is what  
 author David Daley calls the “gerrymandering Olympics.” Daley, the author of “Unrigged,” says redrawing boundaries is messing with the bedrock of  
 American democracy. Eliot Cohen served as a counselor in the State Department under President George W. Bush and joins the show from Maryland. 

 Series Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover first aired: 9/18/2021 at 02:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:46 
 Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist George Will discusses the conservative movement from William F. Buckley Jr. to the present, why he says many modern 
  Republican politicians are not true conservatives, and what’s next for Trumpism. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/1/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:09 
 Former President Donald Trump's company and its Chief Financial Officer Allen Weisselberg were indicted on 15 criminal charges Thursday for allegedly  
 evading about $900,000 in taxes with the help of the Trump Organization and its payroll corporation. Yamiche Alcindor reports with Adam Kaufmann,  
 former prosecutor and chief of the investigative division in the Manhattan district attorney's office. 

 Segment Length: 00:08:43 
 On the final day of its term, the Supreme Court issued major decisions that put the court's 6-3 conservative majority in the spotlight, especially given the  



 national debate on voting rights. John Yang reports with Marcia Coyle, chief Washington correspondent of The National Law Journal, and Tammy  
 Patrick of the non-partisan Democracy Fund, who also is a former Arizona elections official. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/13/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:42 
 It has been eight months since former president Donald Trump's election loss to President Joe Biden. But Trump has falsely and repeated claimed the  
 election was rigged against him. Judy Woodruff discusses his defeat and his chaotic, controversial final year in office with Michael Bender of The Wall  
 Street Journal, author of "Frankly, We Did Win This Election: The Inside Story of How Trump Lost." 

 Segment Length: 00:08:38 
 Texas Democrats fighting against a restrictive voting bill took their case to Washington Tuesday as President Joe Biden made his push for strengthening  
 voting rights laws nationwide. Lisa Desjardins begins our reports, then Yamiche Alcindor is joined by Congressman Van Taylor, who just returned to  
 Washington from his district near Dallas, for a Republican perspective on voting legislation. 
 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/5/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:56 
 Democrats in Washington have so far been unsuccessful in their push for federal election reform, and meanwhile, some Republican state lawmakers are  
 passing their own, more restrictive voting laws. Rev. William Barber, co-chair of the Poor People's Campaign, and Democratic Texas state Rep. Chris  
 Turner, join Yamiche Alcindor to discuss. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/13/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:46 
 How did the failure in Afghanistan come about and who is to blame? Multiple administrations and both parties own the blame for the state of the nation,  
 says Col. Andrew Bacevich (ret.) of the Quincy Institute. We now have a responsibility to provide continued military and diplomatic support for the  
 nation after our 20 year engagement, says Lisa Curtis of the Center for a New American Security. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/24/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:05 
 The U.S. House of Representatives is back in Washington for a rare August session. Their agenda is to move forward on potentially trillions of dollars of  
 spending. With a narrow majority, Democrats need every vote. And 10 moderates have been throwing up roadblocks for Speaker Nancy Pelosi's timeline.  
 Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins discusses with Oregon Rep. Kurt Schrader. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/30/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:13:44 
 As the Afghanistan withdrawal began, thousands of images of people scrambling to escape Afghanistan surfaced. Tonight, the NewsHour looks at a  
 Herculean effort by former U.S. service members, diplomats and private citizens to help afghans leave the country. Jane Ferguson provides an inside look  
 at who was at work, and why. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/14/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:09:31 
 Secretary of State Antony Blinken was on Capitol Hill Tuesday, appearing again before a congressional oversight panel about the U.S. withdrawal from  
 Afghanistan. Blinken was peppered by both Democrats and Republicans about the Biden White House strategy and planning. Republican Sen. John  
 Barrasso of Wyoming, is a member of the Committee on Foreign Relations and joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 Segment Length: 00:07:39 
 Why Milley checked nuclear procedures, called China in final days of Trump presidency. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/15/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:19 
 Californians have voted overwhelmingly to keep Democratic Gov. Gavin Newsom in office until the end of his term. Newsom improved on his share of  
 the vote from his first election three years ago. To discuss the results and any lessons they hold for the midterm elections, as well as the role of former  
 President Trump in the GOP, we turn to Washington Post columnists Perry Bacon and Gary Abernathy. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/20/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:37 
 The United Nations General Assembly gathers this week in New York to discuss the pandemic, climate change, and migration — as more than 80 million  
 people are displaced across the planet. President Ivȧn Duque of Colombia has been in office three years — at a crossroads of South and Central America  
 — and manages all of these problems together. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the issues. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/22/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:59 
 The first draft of history is being written about the final, chaotic days of Donald Trump's presidency and the earliest days of Joe Biden's. A new book by  
 Washington Post journalists Bob Woodward and Robert Costa reveals the alarm and lengths that then-president Trump's top advisors went to in order to  



 prevent him from acting on his worst impulses. Woodward and Costa join Judy Woodruff with more. 

 Series Title: Washington Week first aired: 7/3/2021 at 01:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:25:04 
 President Biden met with families impacted by the condominium collapse near Miami, Fla. as rescue workers continue to search for survivors. The panel  
 also discussed the House’s new select committee to investigate Jan. 6 & Biden’s missed vaccine COVID-19 goals. 

 Series Title: Washington Week first aired: 9/18/2021 at 01:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:25:17 
 A rally in support of insurrectionists who stormed the U.S. Capitol on Jan 6th is set to take place this weekend. The panel discussed new reporting on the  
 transition of power between former President Trump and President Biden from Bob Woodward and former Washington Week moderator Robert Costa’s  
 new book “Peril.” Plus, the panel takes a look into the latest news on COVID-19 booster shots, President Biden's economic agenda & more. 

 War/Veterans/National Security 

 Series Title: Amanpour and Company first aired: 8/16/2021 at 23:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:56:46 
 President Biden is facing an avalanche of criticism at the manner of the U.S. withdrawal. Where do the failures lie — and what were the alternatives?  
 Chuck Hagel was secretary of defense under President Obama and joins the show to assess what went wrong. The Taliban have vowed that they will form  
 an inclusive new government and that Afghans have nothing to fear. To examine these claims, Christiane speaks with Taliban spokesperson Suhail  
 Shaheen.; Fawzia Koofi discusses the Taliban's claim that women will keep their rights in Afghanistan; Tom Tugendhat is a U.K. Member of Parliament,  
 chair of the foreign affairs committee, and previously served in Afghanistan, discusses the UK scramble to get its nationals out of Afghanistan.  

 Series Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover first aired: 9/11/2021 at 02:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:46 
 As America marks the 20th anniversary of Sept. 11, Rep. Peter Meijer, R-MI, discusses the U.S. exit from Afghanistan, his decision to fly into Kabul  
 amid the evacuation and who should be held accountable for the botched ending of a two-decade war. 

 

 Series Title: FRONTLINE first aired: 7/20/2021 at 22:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:56:46 
 Investigating the consequences of America’s withdrawal from Afghanistan. With exclusive access to a militant wing of the Taliban, and the story of Iran’s 
  growing influence across the country. Also this hour, a report on politics and rape in India. 

 Series Title: FRONTLINE first aired: 8/11/2021 at 04:00:00 
 Format: Documentary Length: 120 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 02:00:00 
 How seven men in Miami were indicted for the biggest alleged al-Qaeda plot since 9/11. From the director of Leaving Neverland, the bizarre story of an  
 FBI sting that led to a terror prosecution, though the men had no weapons or connection to al-Qaeda. 

 Series Title: MY WORLD TOO                                       first aired: 9/4/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: Length: 00:26:45:25 Service: APTEX 
 Segment Length: 00:00:00 
 An entire neighborhood of tiny homes dedicated to helping homeless US veterans is highlighted.    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/1/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:18 
 The U.S. will soon complete the troops' withdrawal from Afghanistan after 20 years of war. Nick Schifrin talks to the lead U.S. diplomat for the region,  
 Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad. Born in Afghanistan, he worked in various capacities with Presidents Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush and Donald Trump.  
 He is currently the special representative for Afghan reconciliation under President Joe Biden. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/5/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:15 
 With the final military withdrawal from Afghanistan underway, a few state legislators in the U.S. are reconsidering the use of their National Guard units  
 for undeclared foreign wars, like the campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan. Nearly half of the troops deployed to both countries over the past 20 years were  
 from the National Guard and reserves. Special correspondent Mike Cerre reports. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/6/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:11:13 



 Many countries have closed or scaled back operations at consulates in Afghanistan as the Taliban have scored territorial gains since mid-April, when the  
 U.S. announced its military withdrawal. How does the war in Afghanistan — America's longest war — look to the soldiers that were deployed there, and  
 what do they think of the withdrawal? Three veterans share their experiences with Nick Schifrin. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/7/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:49 
 Approximately 20,000 U.S. military members are sexually assaulted annually. But only 7,816 reported those cases, and only in 350 cases were  
 perpetrators charged with a crime. President Joe Biden and Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin created an independent commission to examine possible  
 solutions and endorsed its findings. Nick Schifrin discusses said findings with commission chair Lynn Rosenthal. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/27/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:18:19 
 In just over one month, the United States will have completed its withdrawal from Afghanistan after 20 years of war. But for those two decades,  
 Afghanistan's eastern neighbor, Pakistan, stood accused by American and Afghan forces of supporting the Taliban. Judy Woodruff speaks with Pakistan's  
 Prime Minister Imran Khan about his country's fraught relationship with the U.S. and Afghanistan. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/18/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:11:41 
 Protests against the Taliban turned deadly as the insurgents-turned-rulers of Afghanistan shot into crowds in two cities. In Kabul, the airlift of American,  
 allied and Afghan civilians continues as more American troops land at the airport and desperate crowds remain outside. Jane Ferguson reports from Kabul  
 — with the support of the Pulitzer Center — about the fear and hopelessness in Afghanistan. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/23/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:14:23 
 The evacuation operation in Kabul is accelerating, with more than 10,000 people airlifted out of Afghanistan in the past 24 hours. But thousands more  
 remain to be rescued, and just over a week remains before the August 31st deadline set by President Biden. The Taliban said Monday they would not allow  
 an extension. With the support of the Pulitzer Center, Jane Ferguson reports from Kabul's airport. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/24/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:21 
 Afghan women and girls are anxiously waiting to see what their lives will look like under Taliban rule. Amna Nawaz speaks to Pashtana Durrani, founder  
 and executive director of Learn, a nonprofit she created to ensure women and girls have access to education in Afghanistan, about the future fate of  
 Afghan women. Durrani fled her home in Kandahar when the Taliban took control and is in hiding. 

 Segment Length: 00:10:30 
 With the Afghanistan pullout deadline drawing near, some signs of progress were seen in the Afghan capital. 12,000 people were flown out of Kabul in the 
  past 12 hours on U.S. and coalition flights. The U.S. has evacuated more than 70,700 people from Afghanistan since august 14th. But President Joe  
 Biden did not fully commit Tuesday to a complete withdrawal. Jane Ferguson reports from the ground. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/27/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:10:52 
 The death toll in Thursday's suicide bombing outside Kabul's airport has risen. At least 169 Afghan civilians were killed, along with 13 U.S. service  
 members. The Defense Department said Friday it was the work of one Islamic State bomber, not two as originally reported. Meanwhile, the U.S. and allies  
 flew out 12,500 more people. More than 105,000 people have been evacuated. Jane Ferguson reports. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 8/31/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:02 
 As America leaves Afghanistan, there remains the possibility of a humanitarian disaster. Feeding millions of people is a top priority of the United  
 Nations' World Food Program, whose executive director, David Beasley, negotiated with Taliban leaders in Qatar last week over the continuation of aid.  
 Amna Nawaz spoke with him about those negotiations and the continuation of aid efforts. 

 Segment Length: 00:10:09 
 Despite American presidents and military leaders providing years of positive assessments that the U.S. was winning the war in Afghanistan, behind the  
 scenes there were clear warnings of an unsuccessful end. Those stories of failure, corruption and lack of strategy are the focus of Craig Whitlock's  
 discussion with Judy Woodruff and his new book "The Afghanistan Papers: A Secret History of the War." 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/3/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:09:05 
 Last Sunday, President Joe Biden witnessed the repatriation of American service members killed in Afghanistan. As it has for the last 20 years, Delaware's  
 Dover Air Force Base hosted dignified transfers. The solemn, quiet rituals are led by Dover’s chaplains — one of whom has witnessed the human cost of  
 the Afghanistan war from its very first day. He spoke with Nick Schifrin before the withdrawal. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/13/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:21 



 It has been four weeks since the Taliban seized control of Afghanistan. As the militant group cements control in the absence of U.S. military forces —  
 restricting the rights of women and minorities — the lives of millions more afghans lie in the balance. The specter of famine looms, and global efforts to  
 deliver emergency aid accelerated Monday. Foreign affairs correspondent Nick Schifrin reports. 

 Women 
 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/13/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:08:31 
 Special correspondent Cat Wise and producer Kate McMahon report from Mississippi, where many working parents struggled to find affordable, quality  
 child care long before the pandemic. Among the most impacted: single mothers who are often stuck in low-paying jobs and can't always access  
 government support. This is the second report in our series "Raising the Future: America’s child care dilemma." 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 7/21/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:09:16 
 Estimates show that over five million children in the U.S. have had an incarcerated parent. As the number of women in American prison soars, little is  
 known about the impact on children they leave behind. Amna Nawaz went to Texas to meet the children and report on how an organization, Girls  
 Embracing Mothers, is connecting girls and their mothers. It’s part of our "Searching for Justice" series. 

 Series Title: PBS NewsHour first aired: 9/8/2021 at 18:00:00 
 Format: News (live news only) Length: 60 minutes Service: PBS-NPS 
 Segment Length: 00:07:57 
 Firings and resignations among leaders of women's movement caught in New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo's orbit raises questions about the progress of the  
 #MeToo movement, nearly four years since the hashtag went viral in 2017. Judy Woodruff discusses with Dani Ayers, CEO of #MeToo International,  
 and journalist Lin Farley, who is credited with coining the term "sexual harassment" in the 1970's. 

 Series Title: To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe first aired: 8/13/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:46 
 Host Bonnie Erbe interviews Woman Thought Leader Rosa “Rosie” Gumataotao Rios, 43rd Treasurer of the United States, where she shares about her  
 career as the United States Treasurer. She tells about her initiative to recognize influential American women by including them on U.S. currency. 

 Series Title: To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe first aired: 7/23/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:30 
 We continue our Woman Thought Leader Series with Anita McBride, head of American University’s Institute on First Ladies and former Chief of Staff  
 for former First Lady Laura Bush. She shares about the lives of the First Ladies and how they have influenced American society through their work. 

 Series Title: To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe first aired: 8/6/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:30 
 Simone Biles: We discuss the latest Olympic controversies, including the gymnast's decision to withdraw due to mental health. Women in Business: The  
 Wharton School reports more women than men in their MBA class for the first time. LGBT Politicians: The rise of the female LGBT politician.  
 PANEL: Dr. Avis Jones DeWeever, Tiana Lowe, Lara Brown, Linda Chavez 

 Series Title: To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe first aired: 8/20/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:30 
 Following the revelation of her work with now-former Governor Andrew Cuomo, Time's Up Legal Defense co-founder Roberta Kaplan has stepped down.  
 Earlier this week the Governor resigned due to several sexual assault allegations. We Speak to The Hollywood Reporter's Rebecca Keegan, who has been  
 following this situation closely. 

 Series Title: To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe first aired: 9/17/2021 at 00:00:00 
 Format: Interview/Discussion/Review Length: 30 minutes Service: PBS-PLUS 
 Segment Length: 00:26:30 
 What does the new Texas abortion ban really mean? And does it foreshadow the upcoming Mississippi SCOTUS case? Will the all-male Taliban  
 government reverse the gains women have made in the past 20 years? 

 


